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Two or more terms of a sequence are said to be in the same square-class if the
squarefree parts of the terms are identical. Let [Un(P, Q)] and [Vn(P, Q)] denote
the Lucas sequence and companion Lucas sequence, respectively, with parameters
P and Q. For all odd relatively prime values of P and Q with discriminant
P2&4Q>0, we show that [Un(P, Q)] and [Vn(P, Q)] have only finitely many
non-trivial square-classes and each square-class contains at most three terms. The
square-classes are explicitly determined in ‘‘most’’ case, and an effectively com-
putable bound on the number of square-classes, depending on P and Q, is obtained
in the remaining cases.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The terms of a sequence [un] may be partitioned into disjoint classes by
means of the following equivalence relation: um tun iff there exist non-zero
integers x and y such that x2um= y2un , or equivalently, umun is a square.
If um tun , um and un are said to be in the same square-class, and we write
umun=g. A square-class containing more than one term of the sequence
is called ‘‘non-trivial.’’
Let P and Q be non-zero integers, and : and ; (:>;) be the roots
of X2&PX+Q=0. The Lucas sequence [Un] and ‘‘associated Lucas
sequence’’ [Vn] are defined, for n0, by Un=Un(P, Q)=(:n&;n)(:&;),
and Vn=Vn(P, Q)=:n+;n, respectively. In a recent paper [10], the
authors proved that if P and Q are relatively prime integers with discrimi-
nant P2&4Q>0, each square-class of each sequence is finite and its
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elements are effectively computable. In this paper, we show that if P and
Q are relatively prime odd integers, P2&4Q>0, then [Un] and [Vn] have
only finitely many non-trivial square-classes and no class contains more
than 3 elements. More explicitly, we determine all integers m and n,
1m<n, n{3m such that UmUn=g and those such that VmVn=g; if
n=3m, m>1, and UmUn=g or VmVn=g, we show that there exists an
effectively computable constant C such that m<C. Under a stronger
hypothesis (P>|Q+1|), we prove that no additional square-classes exist
when n=3m. The precise results are formulated in Theorems 1 through 4.
Special cases of our result are known. When P=1 and Q=&1,
[Un]=[Fn] and [Vn]=[Ln] are the familiar sequences of Fibonacci and
Lucas numbers, respectively; Cohn found the square-classes containing F1
(i.e., the class of all squares in [Fn]) in 1963 [1], and in 1966 through 1972
[24] found all square-class for [Un] and [Vn] when Q=\1 and P is
odd or has certain even values. For an alternate determination of the
square-classes for [Fn] and [Ln], see [8]. If P=Q+1>0, Ribenboim [9]
determined the square-classes, for all non-negative Q, of Un and, when Q
is even, of Vn . In 1996, the authors [11] found the square-classes con-
taining U1 for P and Q odd.
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS
Working Hypothesis. Let S be the set of all pairs (P, Q) of odd
relatively prime integers, with P>0 and P2&4Q>0. We assume, from this
point on, that (P, Q) # S. The assumption that P>0 is made for convenience
only, since U(&P, Q) and V(&P, Q) differ from U(P, Q) and V(P, Q),
respectively, only in the sign of alternate terms.
For (P, Q) # S, let S=S(P, Q)=[(Um , U3m) | 1<m and UmU3m=g].
Theorem 1. (a) If, for 1m<n, UmUn=g, then (m, n)=(1, 2),
(1, 6), (1, 12), (2, 3), (2, 12), (3, 6), (5, 10) or (10, 15), or n=3m, 3 |% m, m
odd.
(b1) If S is not empty, then Q#1 (mod 4), (&Q | P)=+1 and
P<|Q+1|. Moreover, if (Um , U3m) # S, then gcd(m, 6)=1 and there exists
an effectively computable constant M=M(Q)>0 such that m<M.
(b2) If m>1 and P are given, and Um U3m=g, then there exists an
effectively computable constant C>0 such that |Q|<C.
Theorem 2. If G is a non-trivial square-class of [Un], then G belongs to
the set
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C1=[[U1 , U2], [U1 , U3], [U1 , U2 , U3], [U5 , U10],
[U5 , U10 , U15]] _ S, if Q#P#1 (mod 4),
C2=[[U1 , U3], [U1 , U6]] _ S, if Q#1 (mod 4) and P#3 (mod 4),
C3=[[U1 , U2], [U1 , U12], [U1 , U2 , U12], [U2 , U12],
[U3 , U6]], if Q#3 (mod 4) and P#1 (mod 4),
or
C4=[[U3 , U6], [U2 , U12]], if Q#P#3 (mod 4).
For (P, Q) # S, let T=T(P, Q)=[(Vm , V3m) | 1<m and VmV3m=g].
Theorem 3. (a) If, for 0m<n, VmVn=g, then (m, n)=(0, 3) or
(0, 6), or n=3m, 3 |% m, m odd.
(b1) if T is not empty, then Q#3 (mod 4), 3 |% P, (&3Q | P)=+1
and P<|Qk+k|, for k= 5- 0.6r0.90. Moreover, if (Vm , V3m) # T, then
gcd(m, 6)=1 and there exists an effectively computable constant N=
N(Q)>0 such that m<N.
(b2) If m>1 and P are given, and VmV3m=g, then there exists an
effectively computable constant C>0 such that |Q|<C.
Theorem 4. A square-class G of [Vn] is non-trivial only if
(1) G=[V0 , V3] when Q#1 or 3 (mod 8), 3 | P, or
(2) G=[V0 , V6] or [V1 , V3], or G # T when Q#3 (mod 4) and
3 |% P.
We note that [Vn] has no non-trivial square-class if Q#5 or 7 (mod 8)
and 3 | P, or if Q#1 (mod 4) and 3 |% P.
3. PRELIMINARIES
We mention at the onset that the only terms of [Un] or [Vn] which
equals 0 is U0 , and the elementary fact that if n>1, then gcd(Un , Q)=
gcd(Vn , Q)=1. The results proven in [11], as well as a number of
elementary properties listed in [11, p. 107] will be needed. Among the
most frequently used results are the following. Let n0.
Property (a). If Un=g, then n=0, 1, 2, 3, 6, or 12.
Property (b). If Vn=g, then n=1, 3, or 5.
Property (c). If Vn=2g, then n=0, 3, or 6.
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We will require the following theorem due to Rotkiewicz [12, Theorem 3$]:
Theorem R. If L is even, M#1 (mod 4), gcd(L, M)=1, and n is odd,
then Un(L, M)=g only if n=g.
Also needed is this property: Since, for any d>0, :d and ;d are the roots
of
x2&(:d+;d) x+(:;)d=x2&Vd (P, Q) x+Qd=0,
Udr
Ud
=
(:dr&;dr)(:&;)
(:d&;d)(:&;)
=
(:d)r&(;d)r
:d&;d
=Ur(Vd (P, Q), Qd). (1)
4. SQUARE-CLASSES IN [Un]
Lemma 1. Let d, r>1, and UdUdr=g. If r{3, then (d, dr)=(3, 6),
(5, 10), or (2, 12). If r=3, then d is odd, 3 |% d and Q#1 (mod 4).
Proof. Case 1. r even. Let r=2g. Then,
Ud Udr=Ud U2dg=UdUdgVdg .
By [5], gcd(Ud , Udg)=1 or 2 and gcd(Udg , Vdg)=1 or 2, so gcd(UdUdg , Vdg)
=1, 2 or 4; this implies that Vdg=g or 2g. By properties (b) and (c), this
is possible only if dg=3, 5, or 6, from which we conclude that (d, dr)=
(3, 6), (5, 10), (2, 12), (3, 12), or (6, 12); of these, (3, 12) and (6, 12) are
impossible, as we now show.
If g = U3U12 = U3 U6V6 = U 23V3 V6 , then V3 V6 = g. However,
gcd(V3 , V6)=2 implies that V3=2g and V6=2g, and this is not
possible, since, by [11, Theorem 2(b1)], 3 | P and, by [11, Theorem
2(b2)], 3 | P2&2Q (so 3 divides the relatively prime integers P and Q).
Finally, if g=U6U12=U 26V6 , then V6=g, contradicting property (b).
Case 2. r odd. (1%) d even or r#1 (mod 4). Let d(r&1)=2u+1g,
where u1, g1, and 2 |% g. Then dr=d(r&1)+d=2u+1g+d. By [11,
Lemma 1]
g=UdUdr=UdU2(2ug)+d # &Q2
ugU 2d (mod V2u).
However, since V2u #3 (mod 4), the Jacobi symbol (&Q2
ugU 2d | V2u)=
(&1 | V2u) is &1, a contradiction.
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(2%) d odd and r#&1 (mod 4). If Q#3 (mod 4), then, letting dr=
2u+1g&d, u and g as above,
g=UdUdr=UdU2u+1g&d #Q2
ug&dU 2d (mod V2u),
and (Q2ug&dU 2d | V2u)=(Q | V2u); however, the known results V2u #3
(mod 4) and V2n=V 2n&2Q
n quickly imply that (Q | V2u)=&1. Hence,
Q#1 (mod 4). By (1), UdUdr=g implies that Udr Ud=Ur(Vd , Qd)=g,
with Qd#1 (mod 4). If 3 | d, then Vd is even, and, by Theorem R,
Ur(Vd , Qd)=g only if r is a square, i.e., only if r#1 (mod 4). Hence, 3 |% d,
Vd is odd, and by property (a), Ur(Vd , Qd)=g only if r=3. K
Before we prove Theorem 1, we note the following fact which will be
needed in part (b1) of Theorems 1 and 3. If k is real and positive, then
P>|Qk+k|  |;|<k. (2)
This follows readily from the definition of ;.
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Assume that 1m<n and UmUn=g. It is
clear that if d=gcd(m, n), m=dr, n=ds (1r<s), then g=UmUn=
Udr Uds iff Ud Udr=g and UdUds=g.
If d=1, then Ur=g and Us=g, and, by property (a), (m, n)=(1, 2),
(1, 3), (1, 6), (1, 12) or (2, 3).
Let d>1. By Lemma 1, if s{3,
(d, ds)=(3, 6), (5, 10), or (2, 12),
so (since 1r<s and gcd(r, s)=1),
(d, dr)=(3, 3), (5, 5), or (2, 2);
that is, (m, n)=(3, 6), (5, 10), or (2, 12). If s=3, then, by Lemma 1, d is
odd and 3 |% d; we have also, then, from Lemma 1, (d, dr)=(5, 10), in which
case (m, n)=(10, 15), or r=1. If r=1, then m=d and n=3d, i.e., n=3m,
with 3 |% m.
(b1) Let P, Q be given and assume, for m>1, that Um U3m=g. By
Lemma 1, m is odd, 3 |% m and Q#1 (mod 4). Since g=UmU3m=
U2m(V
2
m&Q
m) and P | Vm ,
1=(g | P)=(V 2m&Q
m | P)=(&Q | P).
Suppose, next, that P|Q+1|. Since P and Q are odd, P>|Q+1|; by
(2), then, |;|<1. Note that :;=Q O :>|Q|.
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If Q>0 (;>0), then g=V 2m&Q
m(Vm&1)2, that is, 2(:m+;m)&
:m;m&10. But this implies (:m&1)(;m&1)0, a contradiction. If
Q<0 (;<0), then V 2m&Q
m(Vm+1)2, i.e., 2(:m+;m)+:m;m+10.
However, then (:m+1)(;m+1)0, again, a contradiction. Hence P<
|Q+1|.
Now we show that there exists an effectively computable constant M>0,
depending only on Q, such that (Um , U3m) # S implies m<M. We begin
with some preliminary considerations. We recall that 1|;|<:. Let
A=[(a, b) | a, b integers, 1|a|<b, gcd(a, b)=1, Q=ab]
We note that whether Q>0 or Q<0, we have ;a>0 for (a, b) # A. Also,
if (a, b) # A, then :|a|>1, since, if not, then
|a|2<|a| b=|ab|=|Q|=|:;|<:2|a|2,
which is absurd. If P$ ranges through those positive integers between 1 and
|Q+1| such that (P$, Q) # S, the argument is the same; hence, the roots :$
and ;$ (:$>;$) of x2&P$x+Q=0 satisfy :$|a|>1 and ;$a>0 for all
(a, b) # A. We define M to be 2 if A is empty, and otherwise, to be the
largest integer in the set:
[M$ | M$ is the least positive integer such that (:$|a| )M$>5 for all
(a, b) # A and (;$a)M$>3 for all (a, b) # A such that ;$a>1].
Clearly, M is effectively computable and depends only on Q.
Assume that mmax[2, M]. From g=UmU3m=U 2m(V
2
m&Q
m)>0,
there exists an x>0 such that V 2m&Q
m=x2. Since gcd(Vm , Q)=1,
gcd(Vm , x)=1; this, with Vm odd and x even, implies gcd(Vm&x,
Vm+x)=1. It follows from V 2m&x
2=Qm that there exist relatively prime
integers a and b such that and Q=ab and
Vm&x=am, Vm+x=bm.
Since, clearly, 1|a|<b, (a, b) # A. Moreover,
2(:m+;m)=2Vm=am+bm=am+
:m;m
am
,
from which we obtain ;m=2am+3a2m(:m&2am); that is,
(;a)m=2+
3
(:a)m&2
. (3)
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If a>0, then, since, by definition, mM implies (:a)m>5, (3) shows
that (;a)m>2, and if a<0, then, since :>&a, (3) implies (;a)m>
2+3(&3)=1; in either case, ;a>1. But then, from (;a)m>3 and
(:|a| )m>5, (3) implies that
3<(;a)m<3.
(b2) Assume m>1 and P are given, and UmU3m=g. Then
V2m&Q
m=g. Since m is odd (by Lemma 1) and Vm=PVm&1&QVm&2 ,
it is easily seen by induction on m that there exists a polynomial
fm(X) # Z[X] of degree (m&1)2 with constant term Pm&1 and leading
coefficient (&1) (m&1)2m such that Vm=Pfm(Q).
For each odd m>1, let G(X)=Gm, P(X)=P2[ fm(X)]2&Xm. Clearly,
G(X) has degree m3 and constant term P2m.
We shall show that the roots of G(X) are all simple. Indeed, if x is a root
of G(X), then x is an algebraic integer; if x is not a simple root, then also
G$(x)=0. Thus,
0=G(x)=P2m+xq(x),
and G$(x)=0 implies, from G(x)=P2[ fm(x)]2&xm, that
mxm&1=2h(x),
for q(X) and h(X) in Z[X].
Let Q(x) be the algebraic number field generated by x and let v be a
valuation of Q(x) extending the 2-adic valuation of Q. Since P is odd, from
&P2m=xq(x) and v(&P2m)=0, v(q(x))0, it follows that v(x)=0. On
the other hand, since v(h(x))0 and m is odd,
0=v(mxm&1)=v(2h(x))v(2)=1,
which is absurd. Hence, the roots of G(X) are simple.
By the theorem of Schinzel and Tijdeman [13], there exists an effectively
computable constant C>0, depending on G(X) and hence, on P and m,
such that if x and y are integers and G(x)= y2, then |x|, | y|<C. From
G(Q)=V 2m&Q
m=g{0, then, |Q|<C. K
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume G is a non-trivial square class of [Un].
Then G contains Un and Um only for (m, n) given in Theorem 1. We first
observe that a non-trivial square class containing Un also contains U1 iff
Un is a square (by property (a), this happens only if n=2, 3, 6, or 12). A
check of the conditions on P and Q given in [11, Theorem 3(b)] shows
that the square classes [U1 , Un], for n=2, 3, 6, or 12 are in C1 , C2 , or C3
as stated in Theorem 2, and [U1 , U2 , U12] # C3 if U2=g and U12=g.
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We note that since gcd(U2 , U3)=1, U2U3=g iff U2=g and U3=g,
so U2 and U3 belong to the square-class [U1 , U2 , U3] in C1 . We now
determine the sets Ci to which G=[U3 , U6], [U5 , U10], [U10 , U15],
[U5 , U10 , U15], or [U2 , U12] belongs.
We observe, first, that U3=g, U6=g is not possible, since, from [11,
Theorem 3], U3=g only if P2&Q=g and U6=g only if P2&Q=2g;
hence, [U1 , U3 , U6] is not a square-class. Since U3U6=U 23 V3 and V3=g
only if Q#3 (mod 4), without restriction on P, [U3 , U6] # C3 or C4 .
Similarly, g=U5U10=U 25 U10=U
2
5V5 iff P=5g and P
4&5P2Q+5Q2=
5g, so U5U10=g only if P#Q#5 (mod 8), placing [U5 , U10] in C1 .
As shown in the proof of Theorem 1(a), U10 U15=g iff U5 U10=g
and U5U15=g; hence, if [U5 , U10] and [U5 , U15] are in C1 , then
[U5 , U10 , U15] is in C1 .
We now observe that it is conceivable that U2U12=g for Q#3
(mod 4), not only when each factor is a square, but also when neither is:
By (1), U2 U12=g iff U12 U2=U6(V2 , Q2)=g. Since V2 and Q2 are odd,
we have, by [11, Theorem 3b], U6(V2 , Q2)=g iff V2=3g, V 22&Q
2=
2g, and V 22&3Q
2=6g; the condition P2&2Q=V2=3g implies that
Q#3 (mod 4). Thus [U2 , U12] # C3 or C4 .
Finally, by Theorem 1(b), for m>1, [Um , U3m] is a square-class only if
it is an element of S and Q#1 (mod 4). K
5. SQUARE-CLASSES IN [VN]
Lemma 2. Let d1, r>1, and r be odd. Then VdVdr=g only if r=3,
d is odd, 3 |% d, and Q#3 (mod 4).
Proof. Assume Vd Vdr=g, d1, r>1.
Case 1. d even, or Q#1 (mod 4), or r#1 (mod 4).
Let r=4a+t, a1, t=\1. Then, by [11, Lemma 1],
g=VdVdr=Vd V4ad+td #Vd (&QeVd)#&QeV 2d (mod V2u),
where e=2ad if t=1, and e=2ad&d if t=&1. Hence,
+1=(g | V2u)=(&Qe | V2u)=&(Qe | V2u).
This is clearly a contradiction if t is 1 or d is even, or if Q#1 (mod 4).
Case 2. d odd, Q#3 (mod 4), and r#3 (mod 4).
(1%) 3 | d. If r#&1 (mod 8), let r=8a&1. By [11, Lemma 1],
g=VdVdr=Vd V8ad&d #V 2dQ
4ad&d (mod V2),
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so,
1=(g | V2)=(V 2dQ | V2)=(Q | V2)=(&1 | Q)=&1,
a contradiction. Assume r#3 (mod 8). Using an identity due to Lagrange
(see, e.g., [7, p. 45]), it is readily shown (let Xn+Yn=:dr+;dr in that
identity) that there exists an integer A such that
g=VdVdr=V 2d[AV
2
d+r(&Q
d) (r&1)2];
however, the factor in brackets is #0+3(&3)#3 (mod 4), an impossibility.
(2%) 3 |% d. Clearly, VdVdr=g iff VdrVd=g. But VdrVd=(:dr+;dr)
(:d+;d) is the r th term of the ‘‘associated’’ Lehmer sequence
[Vr(- R, Q )], with R=V 2d(P, Q) and Q =Qd. Since 3 |% d, Vd is odd, so
V2d(P, Q)#1 (mod 8), and since d is odd, Q
d#3 (mod 4). We have, by
[6, Theorem 1], r=3. K
Proof of Theorem 3. (a) Assume VmVn=g. If m=0, g=VmVn=
2Vn implies Vm=2g, which, by property (c), is possible for n>0 only if
n=3 or 6.
Let d=gcd(m, n), m=dr, and n=ds, 1r<s. Then g=VmVn=
VdrVds .
If r and s are not both odd, then, by [5], gcd(Vm , Vn)=1 or 2. Hence,
Vm=g and Vn=g, or Vm=2g and Vn=2g. In the first case, by
property (b), m and n # [1, 3, 5], contradicting mn even, and, in the
second, by property (c), (m, n)=(3, 6); however, as noted in the proof of
Lemma 1, Case 1, V3=2g, V6=2g is not possible.
If r and s are both odd, then, by [5], gcd(Vm , Vn)=Vd ; hence
g=VmVn=Vdr Vds iff VdVdr=g and VdVds=g. By Lemma 2,
VdVds=g only if s=3, d is odd, 3 |% d and Q#3 (mod 4). Thus,
VmVn=g only if s=3 and r=1; that is, only if m=d and n=3d=3m,
m1, m odd.
(b1) Assume that m>1 and VmV3m=g. By Lemma 2, m is odd,
3 |% m and Q#3 (mod 4). Now, VmV3m=V 2m(V
2
m&3Q
m)=g, so V 2m&
3Qm=g. Since P | Vm and gcd(Vm , Q)=1, it is obvious that 3 |% P, and
clearly, +1=(V 2m&3Q
m | P)=(&3Q | P). Let k= 5- 0.6 and suppose
P>|Qk+k|; by (2), |;|<k.
The Case Q>0 (0<;<k). Clearly, V 2m&3Q
m(Vm&1)2. It follows
that
02Vm&3Qm&1=2:m+2;m&3(:;)m&1=2:m+;m(2&3:m)&1. (4)
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By Lemma 2, m is odd and 3 |% m, so m5. Hence, ;m;5<k5=35, and
since :>1, we have from (4),
0>2:m+
3
5
(2&3:m)&1=
:m+1
5
,
a contradiction.
The Case Q<0 (&k<;<0). In this case, V2m&3Q
m(Vm+1)2. Hence,
02Vm+3Qm+1=2:m+2;m+3(:;)m+1=2:m+;m(3:m+2)+1. (5)
Since, ;m;5> &k5=&35 and :=Q;>1, we have, from (5)
0>2:m&
3
5
(3:m+2)+1=
:m&1
5
>0,
which, again, is a contradiction.
We shall now prove that there exists an effectively computable N>0,
depending on Q, such that if (Vm , V3m) # T, then m<N. We let
B=[(a, b) | a, b integers, Q=ab, gcd(a, b)=1, 1|a|<:].
We define N to be 2 if B is empty, and otherwise, we proceed precisely
as in the proof of Theorem 1(b1), to define N as an integer depending only
on Q such that (:|a| )N>3 for all (a, b) # B and (;a)N>3 for all (a, b) # B
such that ;a>1.
Assume that mmax[2, N]. Since g=VmV3m=V 2m(V
2
m&3Q
m)>0,
there exists x>0 such that V 2m&3Q
m=x2. Since gcd(Vm , Q)=1, it is clear
that 3 |% Vm and therefore gcd(Vm , x)=1; thus Vm odd and x even imply
gcd(Vm&x, Vm+x)=1.
Hence, there exist relatively prime odd integers a and b, not both
negative, such that Q=ab, 3Qm=(Vm&x)(Vm+x)=3ambm, and either
{Vm&x=b
m
Vm+x=3am
or {Vm&x=3a
m
Vm+x=bm.
(6)
In either case, 2Vm=3am+bm, that is,
2(:m+;m)=3am+
:m;m
am
,
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so,
;m=2am+
a2m
:m&2am
. (7)
By the symmetry in : and ;,
:m=2am+
a2m
;m&2am
. (8)
Case 1. a>0. If 0<:a, then :mam O :m&2am&am<0, so,
by (7)
;m=2am+
a2m
:m&2am
2am&a=am.
Thus, ;mam:m, a contradiction since ;<:. It follows that a<:, so
(a, b) # B and, since m>N, (:a)m>3. By (7), then, (;a)m>2, implying
(;a)>1. But then, (;a)m>3, and we have, from (7), the contradiction
3<(;a)m=2+
1
(:a)m&2
<3.
Case 2. a<0. Since Vm+x is positive, we have, from (6),
{Vm&x=3a
m
Vm+x=bm,
and since |Vm&x|<Vm+x, we readily see that 1|a|<b; since |;|<:,
|a|2<|a| b=|ab|=|:;|<:2 implies that |a|<:, so (a, b) # B.
Since a is negative, (7) implies that ;m>2am. Now, if ;a>1, then, by
the definition of N, (;a)m>2, implying ;m<2am, a contradiction. Hence,
;a1. But then, ;mam, so ;m&2am&am0, and, by (8),
:m=2am+
a2m
;m&2am
2am&am<0,
a contradiction.
(b2) Assume m>1 and P are given, and V3V3m=g. Then
V2m&3Q
m=g and, by (b1), m is odd. Let fm(X) # Z[X] be the polyno-
mial considered in the proof of Theorem 1(b2), namely Vm=Pfm(Q). Let
G(X)=Gm, P(X)=P2[ fm(X)]2&3Xm. Again, G(X) has degree m3 and
constant term P2m. We show that the roots of G(X) are simple. Let x be
a root of G(X), Q(x) be the algebraic number field generated by x, and v
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be a valuation extending the 2-adic valuation. Since the leading coefficient
of G(X) is 3, we have v(x)0. From 0=G(x)=P2m+xq(x) with P
odd and q(X) # Z[X], 0=v(&P2m)=v(xq(x)), v(x)0, and v(q(x))0,
implying v(x)=0. If also, G$(x)=0, then &3mxm&1=2P2fm(x) f $m(x),
with fm(X), f $m(X) # Z[X], so
0=v(&3mxm&1)=v(2P2fm(x) F $m(x))1,
which is absurd. Thus, by the theorem of Schinzel and Tijdeman [13],
from G(Q)=V 2m&3Q
m=g{0, it follows that |Q| is effectively bounded
by a constant C depending only on G(X), that is, on m and P. K
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 3, [Vm , Vn] is a square-class only if
(m, n)=(0, 3), (0, 6) or (1, 3), or [Vm , Vn] # T. Since V0=2, V0V3=g
iff P=3g and p2&3Q=6g, and these conditions hold only if Q#1 or 3
(mod 8) and 3 | P. Similarly, V0V6=g iff P2&2Q=3g and (P2&2Q)2&
3Q2=6g, which is possible only if Q#3 (mod 4) and 3 |% P. The product
V1V3=g iff P2&3Q=g, and this condition holds only if Q#3 (mod 4)
and 3 |% P. Lastly, by Theorem 3(b), for m>1, [Vm , V3m] is a square-class
only if it is an element of T. K
6. DISCUSSION OF BOUNDS
In this section, we indicate, explicitly, how the bounds obtained in the
proofs of Theorem 1(b1) and Theorem 3(b1) may be calculated.
For given P and Q, the first step in finding a bound on m such that
either Um U3m or VmV3m is a square is to form the sets
A=[(a, b) | a, b integers, Q=ab, gcd(a, b)=1, 1|a|<b],
and
B=[(a, b) | a, b integers, Q=ab, gcd(a, b)=1, 1|a|<:].
For Theorem 1(b1), assume UmU3m=g. To find M such that m<M:
(1%) a>0. If, for every (a, b) # A, ;a, then UmU3m {g. For
each (a, b) # A such that a<;, let m(a) be the smallest integer such that
5<(:a)m(a) and 3<(;a)m(a); then Mmin[m(a) | 0<a<;].
(2%) a<0. If, for every (a, b) # A, a;<0, then UmU3m {g for
any m>1. For each (a, b) # A such that ;<a<0, let m(a) be the smallest
integer such that 2<(;a)m(a). Then Mmin[m(a) | ;<a<0].
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For Theorem 2(b1), assume VmV3m=g. To find N such that m<N:
(1%) a>0. If, for every (a, b) # B, ;a<:, then VmV3m {g for
any m>1. For each (a, b) # B such that 0<a<;, let m(a) be the smallest
integer such that 3<(;a)m(a); then Nmin[m(a) | 0<a<;]. (Note that
3<(;a)m(a) O 3<(:a)m(a).)
(2%) a<0. If, for every (a, b) # B, a;, then VmV3m {g for any
m>1. For each (a, b) # B such that ;<a, let m(a) be the smallest integer
such that 2<(;a)m(a); then Nmin[m(a) | ;<a<0].
Examples. The reader can readily show that UmU3m {g if &1
Q<13 (Q odd), using Theorem 1(b1), P2&4Q>0 and gcd(P, Q)=1.
(1) Square-classes of [Un(9, 13)]. For (P, Q)=(9, 13), A=[(1, 13)],
:r7.2 and ;r1.8. Then, the least integer m(1) such that 5<(7.21)m(1)
and 3<(1.81)m(1) is m(1)=2; hence UmU3m=g only if m=1. However,
U1 U3=P2&Q=81&13{g. Referring to the set C1 of Theorem 2, and
the proof of Theorem 2, we readily see that since P{5g, the only non-tri-
vial square-class in U(9, 13) is [U1 , U2].
(2) Square-classes of U(7, &15). We have A=[(&1, 15), (&3, 5)],
:r8.7, ;r&1.7. Since &3<&1.7, ;<a only if a=&1. Then, the least
integer m(&1) such that 2<(&1.7&1)m(&1) is m(&1)=2; hence
UmU3m=g only if m=1. Now, U1U3=49&(15)=64, so [U1 , U3] is a
square-class. By Theorem 2, the only other possible square-class is
[U1 , U6], but U6 {g since U3 {2g.
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